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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the integration of indigenous knowledge into South African geography education as an intersection of social justice and decolonial imperatives. Historically, colonial education systems have marginalized indigenous epistemologies by privileging Western knowledge as universally superior. Integrating indigenous perspectives into curricula can counter this legacy by promoting cognitive justice and unsettling Eurocentric dominance. However, meaningful integration requires moving beyond superficial additions of indigenous elements within unchanged Western-centric curricula as this risks appropriating indigenous knowledge in disempowering ways. The paper argued that ethical integration necessitates recentring indigenous knowledge systems in their own right alongside Western frameworks to enact pluralistic, horizontal cognitive frameworks. A qualitative literature analysis identified key themes around recognizing indigenous epistemologies, dismantling enduring hierarchies, and developing responsible community-centred integration processes. While systemic constraints pose barriers, integrating indigenous perspectives into geography education holds the transformative potential to advance both social justice inclusion aims and decolonial decentralization agendas. This convergence provides opportunities to develop anti-oppressive curricula that empower marginalized knowledge and ontologies. However, realization requires extensive efforts to sustain reflexivity and enable indigenous self-determination over knowledge. Ultimately, the paper underscored that indigenous knowledge integration must move beyond tokenism towards fundamentally transforming education systems through ethical, empowering processes grounded in partnerships with indigenous communities. This is vital for nurturing students able to navigate the world through plural epistemologies and enacting both social justice and decolonial futures.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the earliest days of colonial conquest, education systems imposed by European powers have served as pivotal sites for the marginalization and suppression of indigenous knowledge systems, languages, cultures and ways of being. As Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o incisively argues in Decolonizing the Mind, colonial schooling was a weaponized tool to epistemicize indigenous epistemologies, ontologies and tongues – a process of linguistically, intellectually and culturally annihilating the colonized while entrenching the
dominance of Eurocentric paradigms. This legacy of epistemic violence and erasure enacted through education continues to linger even after formal decolonization. Education systems rooted in colonial structures have historically marginalized indigenous knowledge, languages, and cultures.¹ As South Africa transitioned from apartheid to democracy, efforts emerged to integrate indigenous African perspectives into curricula as an act of epistemic justice and social transformation.² However, policies promoting integration have yielded uneven results, with Western knowledge still dominating many curricula while indigenous knowledge remains tokenized or invisible.³ This paper argues that comprehensively integrating indigenous knowledge into the geography education curriculum represents an intersection of the aims of decoloniality and social justice.

Colonial schooling was central in embedding epistemic hierarchies that positioned Western knowledge as intellectually superior to indigenous African knowledge.⁴ Geography curricula exported from the colonial metropole reinforced Eurocentric worldviews that devalued indigenous relationships to land and environment.⁵ Indigenous languages were banned from instruction, further marginalizing indigenous epistemologies.⁶ As Battiste states, this exclusion of indigenous voices from education was a form of “cognitive imperialism” that psychologically ingrained colonial ideologies.⁷ Busting indigenous knowledge disrupts the epistemic hierarchies created through colonial schooling.

Integrating indigenous knowledge is thus imperative as an educational justice issue. The continued marginalization of indigenous epistemologies sustains social injustice against historically oppressed groups. Legitimizing subjugated knowledge promotes justice by valuing diverse ways of knowing from groups excluded by colonial systems.⁸ Centering indigenous voices enhances social justice through representation in curricula. As Young argues, justice requires not just material redistribution, but also the inclusion of marginalized social perspectives.⁹ However, indigenous knowledge integration simultaneously furthers the decolonial project of unsettling Western epistemic dominance. Colonization implanted the coloniality of power, where imperial structures of knowledge continued even after formal colonialism.¹⁰ Education systems entrenched Western epistemology as the universal knowledge form, marginalizing indigenous worldviews.¹¹ Integration counters this coloniality by recentring indigenous knowledge systems as legitimate in their own right next to Western knowledge, not alternatives.¹² This epistemological shift towards knowledge plurality is a decolonizing act.

Thus, indigenous knowledge integration intersects the aims of social justice and decoloniality. Justice arguments emphasize validating subaltern epistemologies and empowering marginalized groups through curriculum inclusion. Decolonial perspectives highlight the need to dismantle Eurocentric knowledge hegemony that posits Western systems as the sole universal knowledge. Integration promotes both agendas by legitimizing indigenous knowledge while challenging Western dominance. This converges social justice and decoloniality in education. However, integration has often remained superficial, with indigenous perspectives merely ‘added on’ to curricula that retain Western knowledge

cores. Neither challenging epistemic hierarchies nor empowering indigenous authority can be achieved through tokenistic inclusion in the curricula. As Marker argues, indigenous knowledge risks being appropriated into Western frameworks in disempowering ways. Transformation requires moving beyond ‘multicultural’ incorporation towards ethical co-production of knowledge with indigenous communities as equal partners and authorities. 

The South African geography curriculum provides pivotal opportunities to meaningfully integrate indigenous knowledge and perspectives. Studies highlight the marginalization of indigenous knowledge within South African geography education, reducing it to superficial cultural elements rather than legitimate epistemologies. Centering indigenous understandings of relationships between communities and environments would enrich geography learning while empowering subjugated epistemologies. Adopting indigenous mapping techniques challenges Western cartography’s singular authority over representing space. Embedding traditional ecological knowledge can enhance sustainability education through localized place consciousness. Overall, decolonizing and pluralizing the geography curriculum promotes cognitive justice and decolonial aims. However, systemic constraints pose barriers to transformative integration. Prescribed national curricula that entrench Western knowledge systems constrain teachers’ abilities to incorporate indigenous content. Standardized assessments measuring Western knowledge place indigenous epistemologies in an “intellectually disadvantaged” position. Lack of teacher capacity for respectful indigenous knowledge integration risks reinforcing epistemic hierarchies. Textbooks that provide narrow representations of indigenous groups as ‘exotic others’ or through deficit lenses undermine justice aims. Transforming such systemic constraints requires national policy change and extensive teacher education. This underscores that indigenous knowledge integration must occur in an ethical, empowering manner with indigenous communities guiding the process. This paper argues that transforming geography education in South Africa to centre indigenous epistemologies promotes both social justice and decolonial aims. The next section provides the theoretical frameworks of postcolonial theory and critical indigeno transformation. Prescribed national curricula that entrench Western knowledge systems constrain teachers’ abilities to incorporate indigenous content. Standardized assessments measuring Western knowledge place indigenous epistemologies in an “intellectually disadvantaged” position. Lack of teacher capacity for respectful indigenous knowledge integration risks reinforcing epistemic hierarchies. Textbooks that provide narrow representations of indigenous groups as ‘exotic others’ or through deficit lenses undermine justice aims. Transforming such systemic constraints requires national policy change and extensive teacher education. This underscores that indigenous knowledge integration must occur in an ethical, empowering manner with indigenous communities guiding the process. This paper argues that transforming geography education in South Africa to centre indigenous epistemologies promotes both social justice and decolonial aims. The next section provides the theoretical frameworks of postcolonial theory and critical indigenous pedagogy that inform this analysis of curriculum integration as an intersection of justice and decoloniality.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

The literature review section is subdivided into the conceptual framework and theoretical framework. The conceptual framework is drawn from the key concepts vital in unpacking the phenomena under study. The theoretical framework provides the lens through which the author interrogates the phenomena.

**Conceptual Framework**

**Indigenous Knowledge**

Indigenous knowledge refers to the unique, place-based knowledge systems developed by indigenous African communities in southern Africa over generations through relationships with their environments. Indigenous knowledge involves holistic worldviews, technologies, governance systems, and ways of
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teaching and learning grounded in relationships to land and culture. They have been historically marginalized within colonial and apartheid education systems that privileged Western epistemologies over indigenous African languages, cultures, and knowledge traditions. Integrating indigenous knowledge into curricula can help validate and revitalize subjugated knowledge systems.

**Social Justice**
Social justice refers to the equitable distribution of power and resources in society to remedy inequalities faced by marginalized groups. In education, social justice involves countering injustice through systemic reforms that empower marginalized communities, like including indigenous voices in curricula. Integrating indigenous knowledge promotes social justice by reducing the dominance of Western knowledge imposed through colonial schooling. It provides epistemic justice by legitimizing indigenous knowledge systems as legitimate ways of knowing, countering their historical exclusion. Representing indigenous perspectives enhances the inclusion of historically marginalized groups in curriculum content. This recognition and redistribution of epistemic power to subjugated knowledge is an educational justice imperative after centuries of cognitive imperialism.

**Decoloniality**
Decoloniality refers to dismantling the lingering colonial power structures that continue after formal colonialism ends, embedded in institutions like education systems. Challenging the dominance of Eurocentric knowledge and bringing subaltern epistemologies to the forefront are key aims of decoloniality. Integrating indigenous knowledge from a decolonial standpoint counters Western epistemology’s position as the sole universal knowledge system. It decentres the coloniality of Eurocentric knowledge by placing indigenous and Western systems in relation as two legitimate ways of knowing, not framing indigenous as inferior alternatives. This epistemological shift challenges cognitive imperialism by recognizing diverse knowledge systems.

**The Intersection of Social Justice and Decoloniality**
Integrating indigenous knowledge into geography curricula intersects the aims of social justice and decoloniality. From a social justice perspective, it remedies the epistemic injustice of excluding subaltern voices and empowers marginalized groups through representation. From a decolonial perspective, it dismantles Eurocentric dominance by repositioning indigenous and Western knowledge as relationally equal. This convergence of social justice and decolonial agenda has transformative potential to decentre colonial modes of thinking that pervade contemporary education systems and work towards pluralistic, anti-oppressive knowledge frameworks that empower subjugated epistemologies. However, systemic constraints pose barriers to meaningful integration, requiring extensive efforts to build teacher capacities, transform curricula, and develop partnerships with indigenous communities to guide ethical integration processes. The next section outlines relevant theoretical frameworks for analyzing indigenous knowledge integration as furthering pluralistic, decolonial educational justice.
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Theoretical Framework
This paper applies critical theoretical frameworks that provide lenses for analyzing the integration of indigenous knowledge into geography education as an intersection of decolonial and social justice aims. The frameworks help illuminate how curriculum integration can challenge epistemic injustices and cognitive imperialism inherited from colonial systems.

Postcolonial Theory
Postcolonial theory critically examines the ongoing impacts of colonialism on contemporary societies, including the privileging of Western knowledge and the marginalization of indigenous voices in education. Colonial ideologies positioned Western knowledge as intellectually superior whereas indigenous knowledge was viewed as inferior. These racist assumptions embedded epistemic hierarchies and cognitive injustices within education systems that continued even after formal decolonization. Postcolonial theory conceptualizes integrating indigenous knowledge as an ethical imperative to challenge this enduring coloniality of Eurocentric knowledge dominance and empower subaltern epistemologies. This aligns with the simultaneous aims of social justice inclusion and decolonial decentering. However, superficial multicultural inclusion that appends indigenous perspectives to unchanged curricula risks reinforcing epistemic hierarchies. Transformation requires recognizing indigenous knowledge systems as legitimate in their own terms.

Critical Indigenous Pedagogy
Critical indigenous pedagogy provides conceptual tools for analyzing the integration of indigenous knowledge in education as a matter of indigenous self-determination and justice. It critiques the colonial project’s use of schooling to suppress indigenous epistemologies and assimilate indigenous youth into Eurocentric mindsets. Integrating indigenous perspectives from an indigenous rights stance counters this colonial agenda by reclaiming education as a tool for cultural survival and revival through intergenerational transmission of traditional knowledge. This framework illuminates the justice and decolonial imperatives of re-centering indigenous voices and authority over indigenous knowledge. It underscores the risks of appropriating indigenous knowledge into Western frameworks in disempowering ways, calling for community-driven processes.

Critical Geography Education
Critical geography education perspectives highlight the colonial project’s use of geography curriculum to instill Eurocentric worldviews that naturalize indigenous land dispossession. Decolonizing geography education requires decentring the dominance of Western knowledge systems and ontologies that marginalize indigenous ways of knowing environments and social worlds. Integrating indigenous spatial knowledge, mapping techniques, and ontologies of human-land relations opens up cognitive justice spaces counteracting the cognitive imperialism embedded in colonial geography curricula. This framework illuminates how incorporating indigenous perspectives into geography education epistemologically decentres Eurocentric paradigms through South-South knowledge exchange.
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These critical frameworks provide a theoretical grounding for this paper’s argument that integrating indigenous knowledge into geography education promotes both educational justice and decolonial aims. They highlight the need for indigenous knowledge to be ethically centred in their own right, not merely incorporated into unchanged Western-centric curricula. This epistemological justice endeavour aligns with simultaneous goals of social inclusion and decolonial decentring to transform the postcolonial legacy of cognitive imperialism in education.

**METHODOLOGY**

This paper utilizes qualitative content analysis as the methodology to critically examine the literature on integrating indigenous knowledge into education as an intersection of social justice and decoloniality. Qualitative content analysis enables the identification of key themes within textual data through a systematic coding process. This inductive methodology aligns with the paper’s conceptual framework locating indigenous knowledge integration as furthering pluralistic cognitive justice.

To assemble the textual data sample, scholarly literature was systematically searched using online academic databases, including JSTOR, ProQuest, ERIC, and Google Scholar. Search terms included “indigenous knowledge,” “decoloniality,” “social justice,” “geography education,” “South Africa,” and other related terms. Sources were limited to peer-reviewed books, book chapters, and journal articles published in the last 15 years to provide a contemporary analysis. Care was taken to centre literature authored by indigenous scholars from the South African context as much as possible to foreground indigenous perspectives and centre Western-centric discourses.

The resulting literature sample was read closely through two rounds of coding. Initial open coding identified salient emergent categories in the data using an inductive approach. Focused coding then synthesized these initial codes into the centralized themes presented in this analysis. Coding remained systematically tied to the research objectives of examining how indigenous knowledge integration intersects social justice and decoloniality in education. The four major themes that emerged were: (1) recognizing indigenous knowledge systems; (2) dismantling colonial epistemic hierarchies; (3) systemic constraints; and (4) responsible integration processes. These interconnected themes illuminate the multifaceted nature of indigenous knowledge integration as furthering pluralistic cognitive justice aims.

This critical qualitative content analysis provides a broad thematic synthesis of key issues and debates in literature at the intersection of indigenous knowledge integration, social justice, and decoloniality. The methodology enables a coherent analysis that surfaces salient patterns in a complex, cross-disciplinary textual data set. However, the literature sample is not exhaustively comprehensive due to scope limitations. Further research could expand on these findings using other qualitative methodologies like interviews with South African educators and community members involved in indigenous knowledge integration initiatives. Such studies could provide vital community-level perspectives. Nevertheless, this methodology yields productive theoretical insights into the transformative possibilities and challenges of integrating indigenous knowledge as an educational justice imperative.

**PRESENTATION OF RESULTS**

Multiple interconnected themes emerge from the literature on integrating indigenous knowledge into education as an intersection of social justice and decolonial imperatives. This section synthesizes four key themes: (1) recognizing the validity of indigenous knowledge systems; (2) dismantling colonial epistemic hierarchies; (3) systemic constraints on implementation; and (4) responsible integration processes.

**Recognizing Indigenous Knowledge Systems**

A crucial theme is the need to recognize the validity and value of indigenous knowledge systems in their own right by countering damaging colonial ideologies that dismissed these epistemologies as inferior. Indigenous knowledge in southern Africa involves holistic understandings of ecological, spiritual, social,
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and epistemological relationships within particular places. However, colonial education systems excluded and devalued these knowledge systems through policies banning indigenous languages from instruction and importing irrelevant curricula from the imperial metropole. This exclusion served to linguistically and culturally assimilate indigenous youth on the premise that Western education was inherently superior and 'civilizing'. Racist ideologies positioned indigenous epistemologies as primitive obstacles to progress and development.

Integrating indigenous knowledge confronts this damaging legacy by affirming indigenous knowledge systems as sophisticated bodies of intellectually complex understandings, technologies, and pedagogies grounded in place-based relationships. This recognition counters cognitive injustice and promotes epistemic justice by validating ways of knowing beyond dominant Western paradigms. For South African geography education, centring indigenous understandings of human-environment relationships and knowledge traditions related to landscapes, natural phenomena and ecological practices can enrich curricula. However, this requires moving beyond tokenistic incorporation of cultural elements to engage holistically with indigenous knowledge systems as living processes bound to place, language, and intergenerational transmission. Responsible integration involves an epistemological change to recognize diverse ways of knowing.

**Dismantling Epistemic Hierarchies**

A related theme is the need to dismantle damaging epistemic hierarchies embedded through colonial education that positioned Western scientific knowledge as universally superior to all other knowledge systems. Schooling was pivotal in psychologically ingraining Eurocentric thinking by alienating indigenous youth from their own epistemologies while framing Western knowledge as the apex of intellectual achievement. The internalization of these hierarchies socialized indigenous peoples to devalue their own knowledge traditions, languages, and ways of thinking in preference for Western education. Colonial schooling also developed comprador classes who were willing to displace indigenous knowledge, languages, and ontologies with Eurocentric ones they saw as offering greater social and economic mobility.

Integrating indigenous knowledge challenges this colonial project by replacing the hierarchy with horizontality, situating Indigenous and Western systems in relation without inherent superiority (Smith, 1999). This epistemological shift decentralizes Eurocentric thinking and recognizes diverse ways of knowing the world, advancing both social justice aims of inclusion and decolonial aims of unsettling cognitive imperialism. Responsible integration resists appropriating indigenous knowledge into unchanged Western paradigms, which risks reinforcing hierarchies. Instead, indigenous voices must guide ethical processes of bringing indigenous epistemologies into equal relation with Western knowledge. This horizontalization of diverse knowledge institutes cognitive justice.

**Systemic Constraints on Implementation**
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Despite policy commitments to indigenous knowledge integration in South Africa, systemic barriers constrain implementation in practice. A major obstacle is standardized national curricula, textbooks and assessments that entrench Western epistemological frameworks while lacking meaningful engagement with indigenous content. The persistence of English as the sole language of instruction maintains linguistic barriers marginalizing indigenous languages and knowledge encoded within them. Lack of teacher education in ethically engaging with indigenous knowledge systems risks misappropriation and reproduction of epistemic injustices. Deficit discourses portraying indigenous students and communities as lacking capabilities or aspirations constrain full recognition of indigenous knowledge capabilities. School environments alienating indigenous cultures inhibit knowledge plurality. Homogenizing policies mandating Western curricular content allow little flexibility for localized engagement with context-specific indigenous knowledge. Overcoming these systemic constraints requires extensive policy reforms and capacity building among educational leaders and teachers to enact the epistemological shifts needed for decolonial cognitive justice.

**Responsible Integration Processes**

Meaningful integration of indigenous knowledge requires responsible, ethical processes developed through partnerships between indigenous communities, policymakers, and educators. Protocols are needed to guide the respectful integration of knowledge in ways that empower indigenous self-determination over processes for sharing knowledge and do not appropriate cultural elements in disempowering, decontextualized ways. Integration initiatives should be community-driven and locally controlled, centred on indigenous goals and values. Oral, experiential indigenous pedagogies should shape integration to maintain intergenerational knowledge transmission and holistic ways of learning in relation to place. Language policies are needed to support the use of indigenous languages as vital vessels for indigenous epistemologies. Teacher education must develop capacities to respectfully engage with indigenous knowledge holders and systems without the imposition of Western cultural assumptions. Responsible integration sustains ongoing reflexivity regarding risks of appropriation and aims to build truly reciprocal, horizontal relationships between indigenous and Western knowledge systems as epistemological equals. This enables a transformative paradigm to change towards cognitive justice and decolonized education.

In sum, these four themes illuminate central issues in ethically and responsibly integrating indigenous knowledge into geography education in decolonizing, socially just ways. This requires countering cognitive imperialism through epistemological recognition, dismantling ingrained hierarchies, overcoming systemic constraints, and enacting carefully negotiated indigenous-led integration processes.

**DISCUSSION**

This paper has argued for integrating indigenous knowledge systems into the geography education curriculum in South Africa as an intersection of decolonial and social justice imperatives. The analysis has highlighted the need to counteract the epistemic injustices and cognitive imperialism inflicted through...
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colonial education systems that marginalized indigenous voices and knowledge. Integration presents opportunities to recognize subjugated epistemologies, dismantle enduring colonial hierarchies, and develop more inclusive, horizontally organized knowledge frameworks that empower indigenous self-determination.

As highlighted in the conceptual framework, integrating indigenous knowledge promotes social justice aims of countering epistemic marginalization of historically oppressed groups. The inclusion of indigenous voices and perspectives provides representation for indigenous communities who have been “othered” within colonial curricula dominated by Eurocentric worldviews. This enfranchisement through curriculum counters the injustice of exclusion and positions indigenous communities as legitimate knowledge holders and partners in education. Integration also promotes decolonial imperatives by unsettling the dominance of Western epistemology as the sole universal knowledge system. Bringing indigenous knowledge into equal relation with Western knowledge disrupts cognitive imperialism and recenters subaltern epistemologies long dismissed as inferior under colonial ideologies. This decentering of Eurocentric thinking opens decolonial possibilities. However, as the emerging themes underscore, transforming curriculum requires moving beyond superficial integration that relegates indigenous knowledge to tokenistic additions within unchanged Western-centric frameworks. This risks appropriating indigenous perspectives in disempowering ways. Ethical integration requires epistemological recognition of indigenous knowledge systems as sophisticated bodies of intellectually complex understandings, not supplementary cultural elements. Dismantling ingrained cognitive hierarchies mandates equal positioning of Western and indigenous knowledge horizontally without imposed superiority. Indigenous voices must guide integration processes to enable community self-determination and reciprocal dialogue between knowledge systems as epistemological equals.

South African geography education provides vital opportunities to counter the Eurocentric paradigms imposed through colonial schooling by integrating indigenous understandings of relationships between communities, cultures, and ecosystems grounded in particular places. However, systemic constraints pose barriers that necessitate extensive efforts at policy and pedagogical transformation to support teachers in enacting curriculum integration in ethically decolonizing, empowering ways. Sustaining critical reflexivity regarding risks of appropriation while building partnerships with indigenous communities as authorities over knowledge integration processes is imperative.

Ultimately, this paper argues that integrating indigenous knowledge into geography education has revolutionary potential to advance both social justice and decoloniality by challenging the postcolonial legacy of cognitive imperialism and enacting more pluralistic, anti-oppressive knowledge frameworks. This requires moving beyond additive incorporation models towards paradigm change that recentres indigenous self-determination and horizontalizes relationships between diverse knowledge systems. While this transformation entails confronting enduring systemic constraints, the possibilities for epistemological justice and decolonized cognitive frameworks warrant commitment to the long-term work of ethical integration guided by partnerships with indigenous communities. Developing geography curricula that empower indigenous youth to navigate the world through both indigenous and Western knowledge is both a justice imperative and a decolonial necessity. This can nurture new generations equipped with the epistemological pluralism needed to advance inclusive, decolonial futures.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the above findings and their discussion, key recommendations include:
- National policy reforms to introduce greater flexibility in standardized curricula for incorporating localized indigenous content and assessing diverse ways of knowing.
- Extensive teacher education on respectful engagement with indigenous knowledge systems and ethical integration approaches.
- Reciprocal community partnerships to enable indigenous leadership over knowledge integration processes.
- Critical reflexivity regarding risks of appropriation and aims of empowerment in curriculum development processes.

This study provides a conceptual foundation for rethinking indigenous knowledge integration as furthering decolonial cognitive justice. Further research could expand the analysis through community-engaged methodologies to foreground indigenous perspectives on curriculum transformation. Nevertheless, the paper underscores the vital need to move beyond tokenism and fundamentally transform education systems to recognize marginalized epistemologies, enact indigenous self-determination over knowledge, and nurture students able to navigate the world through plural knowledge and ontologies. This is imperative for advancing both social justice and decolonial futures.

CONCLUSION
This paper has critically analysed the integration of indigenous knowledge into South African geography education as an intersection of social justice and decolonial imperatives. The analysis has conceptualized curriculum integration as an ethical project to counter epistemic marginalization and cognitive imperialism inherited from colonial education systems. Integration provides opportunities to recognize subjugated epistemologies, dismantle Eurocentric knowledge hierarchies, and develop more pluralistic, horizontal frameworks that empower indigenous authority. However, enacting this transformation requires surmounting systemic constraints and sustaining ethical reflexivity to avoid appropriating indigenous knowledge in disempowering ways.

The study’s emerging themes underscore that indigenous knowledge integration must move beyond tokenistic incorporation on the periphery of unchanged curricula. Meaningful integration requires epistemological recognition of indigenous knowledge systems as intellectually complex bodies of understanding in their own right. This counters the colonial legacy of positioning indigenous epistemologies as inferior obstacles to modernization. Indigenous knowledge must be relationally centred alongside Western systems to displace cognitive hierarchies and make space for plural ways of knowing. However, systemic barriers embedded in standardized curricula, assessments, and teacher education programs constrain opportunities for implementing these epistemological shifts. Surmounting these barriers necessitates extensive policy reforms, teacher professional development, and the building of reciprocal partnerships with indigenous communities to guide curriculum transformation.

Ultimately, integrating indigenous knowledge into geography education holds a revolutionary possibility to promote both social justice inclusion aims and decolonial decentralization agendas. This convergence offers opportunities to develop anti-oppressive cognitive frameworks that centre marginalized epistemologies and dismantle the dominance of Eurocentric thinking. However, realizing this potential requires extensive efforts to enact curriculum integration as an ongoing ethical process centred on indigenous self-determination over knowledge. Sustaining critical reflexivity and community guidance can enable the epistemological shifts needed to decolonize education and develop curricula that empower indigenous youth through both indigenous and Western knowledge.
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